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"Perfumes are like a piano, which is comprised of multiple notes and a perfect harmony 
creates new euphonious tunes for a mesmerising experience." - Mr. Muhammad Ali Saeed Shaikh ( CEO )

Creating Memories Through Our Fragrances 





In
Loving Memory of

Our Founding Father 
SHAIKH SAEED GROUP OF COMPANIES

Muhammad Ali Shaikh Saeed 

 

This 68 year long journey in the art of perfumery has transformed 

Shaikh Mohd. Saeed Est. as an organization from a dealer to one of the 

largest manufacturers of perfumes in the UAE. Over the years we have 

leveraged state of the art technology and know-how of the perfume 

industry which created good faith among the cognoscenti around the 

world.

All these qualities are reflected in the work we do and the products we 

deliver, which are loved by millions across the globe. As a progressive 

organization, we continue to work hard on improving our products to 

offer better fragrances to those who continue to put their faith in us

From The CEO’s Desk

68
Of EXCELLENCE IN THE PERFUME INDUSTRY



*  Cosmetics & Toiletries

Shaikh Mohd. Saeed Perfumes, a company based in the 

United Arab Emirates was founded by a true perfumista Late. 

Shaikh Mohammed Saeed in 1954. 67 years of crafting 

memories stem from its deep-rooted understanding of the 

cultural values and lifestyles of the Middle Eastern People. 

Shaikh Saeed Perfumes captures the essence of the glorious 

time and memories in its captivating fragrances. It creates an 

amazing authentic traditional fragrance through modern 

technology. We have a wide range of products including:

*  Perfumes

*  Deodorants

*  Superior Quality Agarwood and Dhanul-Oudh

*  French Eau De Parfum

It has succeeded in blending Oriental & French fragrances to 

create its signature scents. It is also one of the largest 

distributors of french perfumes in the region. The inspiration 

imbibed from our forefather has led to the creation of the best 

fragrances defining Honesty, Beauty, Loyalty, and Quality. 

Today, this family-owned business headquartered in Dubai, 

United Arab Emirates is steered by the passion of Shaikh 

Saeed’s family playing a key role in the Brand’s 

developments.

The rst Al Hunaidi perfume shop in Dubai



Our Brands
Our portfolio of brands includes some of the most popular 

and trendiest names in the perfume industry. We 

manufacture the  finest  Arabic Oriental and French 

fragrances across multiple verticals such as Perfumes, Attar 

(perfume oils) Deodorants, Dehn Al Oud and Cosmetics.



PERFUME|ATTAR|OUD

Manufacture
Wholesaler|Distributor |Retailer

This fascinating world of fragrances has been our 

primary focus for the last 67 years. Over the time we 

have established our name as one of the leading 

manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers as well as 

Retailers of fragrances in this enchanting country, 

UAE. 

Fragrances are a gateway to old memories, 

triggering emotions and transporting you to a 

beautiful realm of piety and bliss. They are an 

invisible accessory that allows you to leave a lasting 

impression, one that lasts a lifetime. 

Our experience has taught us that fragrances are 

not only limited to ingredients, but it needs an 

immeasurable research and the method of 

manufacturing. 

We intend to continue this beautiful journey for 

years to come and keep developing fragrances that 

resonate with those who appreciate the intricacies 

involved in the modern art of perfumery. 



PARIS OUD

 Products

Since the beginning of time itself, mankind has known that the 

collision of worlds can lead to innitely generous and magnicent 

beauty. Keeping this principle in mind, our alchemy of opposites has 

given rise to captivating innovations that defy archetypes.

At Paris Oud, we believe in proudly asserting the duality of French 

and Arabian high perfumery which makes us absolutely unique. 

Today, we continue to freely and vibrantly combine marvelous 

materials and orchestrate their encounter and confrontation to reveal 

their mysterious depths and sumptuous richness to share them with 

the world.



Oudi by Paris Oud
100ml - UnisexArabic Perfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Blackberry                            Black Pepper

 Orris                                Rose                          Leather             

Vanilla                                                 Oud                                         Ambergris

A cherished blend of oud and vanilla with spicy hints of black pepper and leather, Oudi by Paris Oud in 

all you need to stand out from the crowd and exude condence and style

Shay Baraca
100ml - UnisexArabic Perfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

With woody notes of resin and cedar unfolding over time, enhancing an already woody heart of 

amberwood, Shay Baraca by by Paris Oud is an unconventionally alluring take on oriental perfumery

Saffron                         Jasmine

Amberwood               Ambergris

Fir Resin                    Cedar



Warm Woods                   Rose

Animalic                        Cedarwood

 Oud                           Vanilla

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Capturing every facet of the rose, right from a tender rosebud  to a ower in full bloom, Rose for Men by 

Paris Oud rests elegantly on the skin with the delicacy of rosebuds and sandal paired alongside the 

sensuality of musk and amber

A velvety and fresh fragrance that exudes innocence and piety, Rose Vanilla by Paris Oud leverages a 

vivaciously charming combination of the absolute essentials of french perfumery to develop a balsamic 

aura that matches the oral freshness of nature

Rose Oud
100ml -  UnisexArabic Perfume-

With a warm heart of Oud that’s raw, earthy and seductive, Rose Oud by Paris Oud combines the 

sweetness of rose with intense woods and animalistic notes to create an olfactory experience that 

reminds you of a dainty and cheerful spring

Rose for Men
100ml -  MenArabic Perfume-

Rose Vanilla
100ml -  WomanArabic Perfume-

Vanilla Caramel Rosy

White flower Musk Spciy

Woody Balsamic

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

 Floral Bouquet

Rose

Amber       Sandal        Wood                           Musk

Fruity note

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES





Oud Smooth
100ml - MenArabic Perfume-

Mixing refreshing bergamot with earthier cumin smoke and spicy black pepper gives Oud Python a 

blend of sweetness and spice, with a candied yet mature kick at the heart to give it a oral and leathery 

blossom

A woody scent verging on animalistic, Oud Smooth by Paris Oud is inspired by the nuances of Arabian 

inuence in modern perfumery and evokes the scents of a spice market with leather, oud, ambergris 

and vanilla shining throughout its presence

Oud Nujoom
100ml - MenArabic Perfume-

Oud Dark Desire
100ml - UnisexArabic Perfume-

Base notes of dry woods accord and top notes of mandarin and apple give a comforting creaminess 

and much needed zing to Oud Nujoom by Paris Oud, while clary sage and sandalwood provide a 

woody warmth

A warm, sensual and upbeat fragrance, Oud Dark Desire by Paris Oud has a rich base of amber, 

musk, vanilla and leather combined with top notes of orange, jasmine and rose to create a fun and 

vibrant scent with hidden sensuality at its core

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Orange                      Jasmine                    Rose

Cashemere wood             Oakmoss              Brown           Sugar

Musk                               Amber                         Vanilla                             Leather

Oud Python
100ml - UnisexArabic Perfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Bergamot    Cumin     Fruity    Black pepper     Saffron

Geranium         Jasmine          Leather          Lily of valley         Orris Rose

Ambergris         Cedarwood          Cypriol            Labdanum           Musk            Pathcouli

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Saffron                     Bergamot              Carnation

 Orris                                Rose                          Leather             

Vanilla                                                 Oud                                         Ambergris

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Mandarin                  Bergamot                  Apple

Clary Sage                                   Sandalwood

 Ambergris                               Dry Woods                             Musk



Oud Jumeriah
100ml - UnisexArabic Perfume-

Striking a perfect balance between fresh and 

woody, Oud Jumeriah by Paris Oud has a punchy 

bergamot top which settles down into a warm vibe 

thanks to the soft musk and amber at its core

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

 Mandarin                      Bergamot                Apple

 Clary Sage                                Sandalwood

Ambergris                                      Dry Woods                               Musk




